
Oil & ATURAl GAS COMMISSIO
(8.0.~)K M eH RI SA GHAT N
Reg. No. (By - II - 8268) Tel. : 2659 9775

Krishna Kunj No.2, C-Wing, Flat No. 304, Tambe Nagar, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.

To,
The ED-HRO,
ONGC-WOU,
NSE Plaza, BKC,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai 400051.

Subject: Reimbursement of medical claim towards accident while on
duty of Shri Bhupendra C Patil (F/0).

This is in reference to the medical claims put up by Mr. Bhupendra C patil,
field operator posted in Rig Sagar Jyoti bearing CPF No. 96708, who met
with an accident while on duty i.e. on 25/12/2008 fracturing his ring figure
of right hand. It is pertinent to mention, appreciating that he was given all
necessary treatment in Vishakapattanam, further air lifting to Mumbai.

As he needed further treatment was directed to Lilavati Hospital and was
under treatment for three months including physiotherapy, on declaring fit
he joined duty on 18.03.2008

During the entire treatment he had to incur an expenditure amounting to
Rs. 8320/-. Even though he is covered under mediclaim policy as per
regulation he was not covered for reimbursement, not being admitted in
hospital for a minimum of two days.

In this two years neither he is informed nor he is reimbursed the amount
even when the accident occurred while on duty. Your esteemed authority is
requested to consent for special approval.
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With Regards,
T king you,
ou s faithfully.

(Pradeep ayekar)
General Secretary

~ ';:f.
Diary No .

. C9PY to:
\..-1. ED-HDS, ONGC, 11 High, Bandra Sion Link Ro , Mumbai 400 017
V. Rig Manager, Sagar Jyoti, ONGC, 11 High, Sion, Mumbai 400017.
L-J.. CM-(HR)-IR, NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai 400051.
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